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Nomenclature bending displacement of beam natural frequency of the delaminated beam with edge cracks nondimensional frequency of beam
Introduction
The presence of delamination may significantly reduce the stiffness and strength of the structures [1] and may affect their vibration characteristics (e.g., natural frequency and mode shape). At the same time, the effect of cracks on the dynamic behaviour of structural elements such as shafts, beams and plates has been the subject of many investigations [2] . Damage detection/structural health monitoring problems are also considered in the frameworks of vibration analysis [3] . Therefore, it is of great practical importance to understand how the presence of delamination and crack affects the vibration characteristics of the structures.
To study the influence of a through-width delamination on the free vibration of an isotropic beam, Wang et al. [4] presented an analytical model using four Euler-Bernoulli beams that are joined together. They assumed that the delaminated layers deform 'freely' without touching each other ('free mode') and will have different transverse deformations. While Mujumdar and Suryanarayan [5] assumed that the delaminated layers are in touch along their whole length all the time, but are allowed to slide over each other ('constrained mode'). Thus, the delaminated layers are 'constrained' to have identical transverse deformations.
To the authors' knowledge, this is the first study on the influences of edge cracks on the free vibration of delaminated beams. In the present study, an analytical solution is developed to study the effect of an edge crack on the vibration characteristics of delaminated beams and new nondimensional parameters are developed accordingly. The Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, the 'free mode' and 'constrained mode' assumptions in delamination vibration, as well as the rotational spring model are adopted. The analytical results of this study can serve as the benchmark for FEM and other numerical solutions. 
Formulations

Governing equations and analytical solutions
The present study is carried out within the framework of small deformation theory. Let denote the midplane deflection of beam . The governing equation for the free vibration of Euler-Bernoulli beam is: ( =1 -5)
(1) where is the mass density, and are the cross-sectional area and bending stiffness of beam , respectively. Assuming a harmonic motion for the free vibration of the beam then: 
'Free mode'
Eq. (3) is applied to the five interconnected sub-beams, respectively (Fig. 1) . The appropriate boundary conditions that can be applied at the supports, and , are = 0 and = 0 if the end of the beam is clamped, = 0 and = 0 if hinged, = 0 and = 0 if free, where =1, 5. The continuity conditions for deflection and slope at are: (6) (7) The continuity condition for shear force and bending moments at are:
Continuity conditions at the crack
The continuity conditions of deflection, shearing force and compatibility of moment, at , are expressed in Eqs. (18) -Eq. (20), Moreover, Eq. (21) introduces a discontinuity into the rotating of the beam axis, by imposing equilibrium between transmitted bending moment and rotation of the spring representing the crack, as is shown in Fig. 1 . The total number of boundary and continuity conditions is 20 for 'free mode' and 16 for 'constrained mode', which is equal to the total number of unknown coefficients. A non-trivial solution exists only when the determinant of the coefficient matrix vanishes. The natural frequencies can be obtained as eigenvalues. Table 1 shows the first non-dimensional natural frequency of an isotropic beam without edge crack (by denoting =0.001) but suffering a single central midplane delamination of various lengths, compared with the analytical results of Liu and Shu [6] and FEM results of Lee [7] . As is shown in Table 1 , the results of the current study agree well with previous published results. 
Results and Discussions
Verification
Crack occurs outside the delaminated area
As is shown in Fig. 1 , the edge crack occurs outside the delaminated area, with a distance from the left end of the beam, of depth . The boundary condition is clamped-clamped. The delamination is of length, locating at the middle of the beam, with = 0.5. Fig. 2 shows the normalized natural frequency versus the non-dimensional distance , considering different length of delamination, for a clampedclamped beam with a single delamination and a crack occurring outside the delaminated area.
is the nondimensional natural frequency of an undelaminated beam. It can be concluded that the difference of natural frequency between = 0.1 and 0.2 is bigger when the depth of crack increases, indicating that the effect of delamination on reducing natural frequency is aggravated by an increasing depth of the edge crack. Such difference increases then decreases as the edge crack moves towards the left boundary of the delamination.
One can also see from Fig. 2 that the differences of natural frequencies between = 0.1 and 0.2 as well as 0.2 and 0.3 decrease to zero then increases as the crack moves from the left to the right.
As is shown in Fig. 3 , the edge crack occurs inside the delaminated area, with a distance from the left boundary of the delamination, of depth . The delamination is of length, locating at the middle of the beam. The boundary condition is clamped-clamped. , the difference peaks when the crack occurs at the middle of the delamination.
Fig . 5 shows the normalized natural frequency , of a clamped-clamped beam versus the nondimensional distance , adopting both 'free mode' and 'constrained mode' assumptions. There is a single midplane central delamination and a crack occurring inside the delaminated area.
The difference of natural frequencies between 'free mode' and 'constrained mode' increases then decreases as increases, peaking at the middle of the beam.
Conclusions
Based on the theoretical investigations the following conclusions may be drawn. 1. The effect of delamination on reducing the natural frequency is aggravated by an increasing depth of the edge crack. Such effect becomes bigger then smaller as the crack moves towards the boundary of the delaminated region (when crack occurs outside the delaminated area.) 2. When the edge crack occurs inside the delaminated area, the effect of crack on aggravating the influence of delamination is bigger when the beam suffers a longer delamination. Such effect peaks when the crack occurs at the middle of the delaminated region. 3. When the edge crack occurs inside the delaminated area, the effect of crack depth on natural frequency is smaller when the delamination moves towards the surface. Also the effect of the delamination thickness-wise location on natural frequency is bigger when the crack is deeper.
